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ABSTRACT
The primary objectives of this thesis were to investigate and quantify the cellular
structure of foamed cement samples at varying densities as well as to demonstrate X-ray
computed tomography (CT) as a valuable three dimensional (3D) characterization technique
for the investigation of cementitious materials. Three replicate samples were taken from four
foamed cement mixes with target densities of 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3, making 12
samples in total. The quantitative analysis included bulk volumetric properties of all 12
samples. One sample from each target density was further investigated to determine the air
bubble size distributions that comprise the cellular structure of foamed cement. Following
the quantitative analysis, 3D tetrahedral meshes were also created for one sample in every
target density.
In the analysis of the bulk volumetric properties, the X-ray CT data showed an in-
crease in percent air volume with a decrease in density. The X-ray CT data showed good
repeatability as the coefficients of variation calculated for each sample set were low at 6.64,
1.01, 1.81, and 2.17% for the 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3 samples, respectively. The X-
ray CT calculated densities were all found to be slightly lower than those measured of the
original 4 x 8 inch cylinders from which the X-ray CT samples were extracted. To check the
validity of these results a one sided t-test was performed with alpha equal to 0.05 for each set
of samples. The alternative hypothesis was that the X-ray CT calculated densities should
match the measured density values. The results of the t-test confirmed the null hypothesis
with all t-values falling well below the critical value of 2.920. This revealed that from a
statistical standpoint the X-ray CT calculated densities are not significantly different from
the measured density values.
In the analysis of the air bubbles size distributions of the foamed cement samples,
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the median bubble diameter followed no discernible trend and were fairly similar at 71.68,
87.06, 79.52, and 86.72 µm for 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3 samples, respectively. An
investigation of bubble volume fractions also showed that the cellular structure for all four
samples are comprised of bubbles of similar size, despite their varied densities. The majority
of the bubbles fell between 100 and 200 µm in diameter for each sample. The 300 and 500
kg/m3 samples had a higher number of bubbles comprising their cellular networks than the
400 and 600 kg/m3 samples. This was reflected in the bubble volume fraction data as an
increase in the percent of smaller air bubbles ranging from 50 to 100 µm in diameter.
Following the quantitative analysis, tetrahedral meshes were created for the foam ce-
ment samples to show the potential for using X-ray CT data in finite element analysis (FEA).
These meshes are directly compatible with finite element softwares such as COMSOL Mul-
tiphysics Modeling Software and Abaqus Unified FEA.
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In loving memory of Marguerite Christine Clark “Tine”.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Cement foams are lightweight cellular materials that have potential as fill materials,
thermal insulation, and crushable energy absorbers. Energy absorbed during crushing is
defined by the load-deformation response curve, in which a plateau is indicative of crushing
behavior at a near constant load as illustrated in Figure 1.1 [1].
Figure 1.1: Load deformation curve of solid and foam made from same material
The energy absorbed from crushing is a combination of elastic buckling, plastic yield,
and brittle fracture of the microstructure [2]. Foamed concrete is an intentionally low
strength, low density (usually 500-1400 kg/m3) construction material with a cellular struc-
ture that has been used in applications such as explosion barriers in mines and military
engineering projects as well as aircraft arresting systems. It can be created in a variety of
ways. One way is by mixing Portland cement paste or mortar with a foaming agent that
introduces uniformly distributed air bubbles, typically 0.1-1 millimeter in diameter, through-
out the solid matrix. This is how the foamed cement samples investigated in this study were
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created. Another method, more common in oil well cementing applications, is to use a foam
generator to inject pressurized nitrogen gas into cement paste or mortar [3].
In foamed concrete, cell collapse results in the formation of a debris field underneath
the point of impaction which disperses load [2]. The effectiveness of the debris field requires
a balance between the strength of the bubble (or cell) walls and the open space available for
the debris to relocate without causing additional stress to the surrounding matrix. To fully
understand the relationship between the microstructure of foamed concrete and the mechan-
ics behind the crushing behavior, a realistic numerical model is necessary. The creation of
such a model starts with the three dimensional (3D) characterization of the material.
Currently, there are several common techniques for the characterization of the mi-
crostructure of cementitious materials such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), and mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP). These tech-
niques provide valuable information about the composition of cementitious materials, but
they have limitations when it comes to determining the volumetric distribution of the com-
ponents. MIP provides quantitative data about the total volume of pores available in a
sample but lacks the ability to provide information on the distribution and connectivity of
pores. These techniques also require an extensive amount sample preparation. SEM and
TEM, for example, can only be performed on polished cross sections. Furthermore, samples
prepared for MIP can be damaged by the high pressure environment required to run the
test. Foamed cement models created from two dimensional (2D) cross sectional images can-
not capture the full interdependence between individual cells within the network [4]. A 3D
model has been developed from randomly generated microstructures informed by observed
3D characteristics, but it still does not fully represent the foamed concrete microstructure
due to complexities in the mathematical representation of realistic parameters [5], nor does
it allow for the evaluation of abnormalities in the cellular structure that may be a result
from inconsistent mix design or procedures.
X-ray computed tomography (CT) offers advantages over other characterization tech-
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niques because it is non-invasive, non-destructive, and produces 3D reconstructions allowing
for a complete view of the cement microstructure. This permits the study of 3D character-
istics such as connectivity of pore space. Additionally, the digital nature of X-ray CT data
is advantageous as it can be enhanced, analyzed and stored efficiently [6]. The focus of this
thesis is the characterization the cellular structure of foamed cement and the verification
of X-ray CT as a useful and reliable characterization technique. X-ray CT was used to in-
vestigate and quantify the cellular structure of foamed cement (no coarse or fine aggregates
included) in order to contribute to the development of a realistic 3D numerical model for
the evaluation of the mechanical behavior of foamed concrete microstructure. These models
would be useful in combination with volumetric data in the determination of mix design and
procedures that would result in a foamed concrete with optimal energy absorption properties.
To date, X-ray CT has been used to investigate the foam quality of foamed cement
created from pressurized nitrogen gas in order to determine foam quality for cementing oil or
gas wells [3, 7, 8]. In these studies, the primary focus was to develop a laboratory procedure
that represents the development of foamed cement in the field. Properties such as bubble
size distribution and permeability were evaluated. Although the foamed cements created
from foaming agents and nitrogen gas cannot be compared directly, these previous studies
offer an useful point of reference in the evaluation of the X-ray CT data collected for this
thesis.
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CHAPTER 2: TECHNOLOGICAL REVIEW
Extending beyond its originally intended use in the medical field, X-ray computed
tomography (CT) in more recent years has become a popular technique for industry and
research applications. Research X-ray CTs are similar in concept to medical X-ray CTs, but
are not limited by safety concerns that arise from working with living beings. Thus, they
have been modified in order to investigate samples with a variety of properties different from
those of soft tissue and bone, typically studied in the medical fields. These modifications
include rotating the sample instead of the source and detector as well as implementing the
use of variable energy X-rays. While medical X-ray CTs are generally limited to low energy
X-rays ( ≤ 125 KeV ) [9], research X-ray CTs can use higher energy X-rays in order to
investigate high density materials. These adjustments have lead to increases in the spatial
resolution of data sets, meaning research X-ray CTs are capable of revealing smaller features.
X-ray CT has proven particularly useful for the investigation of cement and concrete
microstructure, specifically for studying the progression of damage, gaining an understanding
of the volumetric properties of pores and pore networks as well as monitoring the evolution
of the cement hydration process [10, 11, 12]. The results of quantitative analysis for porosity
and degree of hydration using X-ray CT have been found to be comparable to those found
using more traditional MIP and SEM techniques [11]. The following is a review of the
mechanisms behind X-ray CT data acquisition and reconstruction. Also discussed in this




X-ray CT is a radiographic imaging technique that takes a series of two dimensional
(2D) radiographs at equally spaced angles as a sample slowly rotates about an axis from 0◦
to roughly 180◦. Simply put, X-ray CT systems consist of four primary components: X-ray
source, rotating stage, detector, and computer system for data collection and reconstruction.
Data is collected by passing X-rays from a source through a sample rotating on the stage. 2D
radiographs are collected by the detector and stored for reconstruction, which is performed
after the sample has been fully rotated. All components have adjustable parameters that
will effect the resolution of the data set.
The energy spectrum of the source X-ray (in addition to specimen density) will de-
termine how easily the X-rays penetrate a sample. While high energy X-rays are less easily
attenuated than low energy X-rays, they are also less sensitive to density changes within a
specimen. At higher X-ray intensities the signal-to-noise ratio will be improved due to en-
hanced counting statistics, but will require larger focal spot sizes. These are parameters that
will vary depending on the kind of samples being scanned and the desired spatial resolution
of the data set. Consequently, they must be fine tuned for each experiment to obtain the
best result.
Each 2D projection records the intensity of the transmitted (non-attenuated) X-ray
through the specimen. The intensity depends on the amount of attenuation the incident
X-ray encounters as it travels through the specimen. Transmitted intensity, I, is the amount
of the source energy that passes through the material. It is defined by Beer’s Law:
I = I0 × eµx (2.1)
where I0 is the incident intensity, µ is the linear absorption coefficient of the sample, and
x is the thickness of the sample. The linear absorption coefficient is related to the mass
attenuation coefficient (µ
ρ
), which, for a pure material, is correlated to the photon energy, E,
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X-ray attenuation occurs as a result of three primary physical processes: photoelectric ab-
sorption, Compton scattering, or a combination of the two. Photoelectric absorption is a
result of ejection of an inner electron by the incoming X-ray photon. Compton scattering
occurs when the incoming X-ray photon interacts with an outer electron. This results in
the loss of energy and deflection of the X-ray photon and the ejection of the outer electron.
Typically, photoelectric absorption dominates at lower X-ray energies (50-100 KeV) where
as Compton scattering is dominate at higher energies (5-10 MeV) [9]. Low energy X-rays are
more sensitive to differences in composition because the photoelectric absorption is propor-
tional to Z4−5 where Compton scattering is only proportional to Z [9]. For a heterogeneous
material, such as cement, the mass attenuation coefficient is the summation of the mass
attenuation coefficient of the pure materials present based on their mass concentration. Ma-
terials with a high linear absorption coefficient are denser and will absorb more energy than
materials with a low linear absorption coefficient.
2.2 Reconstruction
Reconstruction is the conversion of the 2D images into 3D data. The computer algo-
rithm most often used in CT image reconstruction is called Filtered Back Projection [13].
The algorithm first performs a Fourier transform on each data set obtained from the indi-
vidual X-rays. The Fourier transform of the X-ray data is then multiplied by a convolution
filter, which is the absolute value of a finite range of densities. The convolution filter is
used to improve the contrast of the reconstructed CT images. Once the filter is applied the
data set is converted back from the frequency domain using an inverse Fourier transform.
Note, a point must be included in all projections for it to be included in the reconstruction
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process, this inclusive area is called the field of view (FOV). The contributions of each data
set contained in the individual X-ray projections are then added according to the rotation
angle at which they were taken to create the final 2D reconstruction. The three dimensional
(3D) reconstruction is nothing more than a stacked set of the 2D reconstructed images.
Each 2D image can be broken into square pixel units, which contain gray scale values
(GSVs) corresponding to an averaged density of the specimen in that pixel area. Bright
white pixels indicate high density materials while black pixels generally indicate the absence
of material. A voxel is the 3D equivalent to a pixel, containing an average GSV from the
stacked set of pixels it is composed of. The original 2D and 3D reconstructions are 16 bits
and have GSV values ranging from 0 (black) to 65,535 (white) [14]. Typically, the 16-bit
data sets are converted to 8-bit for ease of storage. This compression reduces the GSV range
from 0 (black) to 255 (white). As a result, most analyses performed using X-ray CT data will
refer to the 8-bit GSV range. In cement samples, the bright white or high density inclusions
are typically unhydrated cement particles, the black or low density areas are usually voids
[12]. The number of pixels in an image assigned to each GSV are summarized in a pixel
intensity histogram produced by the X-ray CT system.
The GSVs in the resulting X-ray CT data are highly variable. While low GSVs will
always correlate to low density inclusions and vice versa for high density inclusions, the
precise values are dependent on the acquisition parameters. The source X-ray beam is
controlled by the incident intensity (in keV) and the amperage (in µA). An increased
number of projections (in the full rotation from 0◦ to 180◦) or a reduction in angle step
between each individual radiographic projection will improve the accuracy of the averaged
GSV. Lastly, exposure time and the proximity of the X-ray source and detector to the sample
will influence the quality (sharpness and contrast) of the 2D and 3D reconstructions. All
parameters have an effect on the pixel intensity histogram. For example, if the X-ray source
has a higher voltage the GSVs will shift closer to 0. Due to this variability it is important
in the evaluation of the X-ray CT scans to have a method for correlating gray scale values
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to real features in a sample. Some commonly used methods are discussed in Chapter 3 of
this report.
The spatial resolution of the 2D and 3D reconstructions are dependent on the smallest
achievable pixel/voxel size. The microstructural characteristics of concrete and cement paste
range on the order of millimeters to nanometers. There are two kinds of research, lab based,
X-ray CT systems currently available with different resolution capabilities that are able to
characterize cement microstructure, micro and nano X-ray CT. The micro X-ray CTs can
achieve a resolution of 1 millimeter, while nano X-ray CTs have the ability to achieve a
higher resolution of 50 nanometer.
2.3 Limitations and Artifacts
Despite the clear advantages of X-ray CT as a characterization technique, there are
some limitations. The first limitation is sample size of high resolution scans. In theory, higher
resolution (smaller pixel or voxel size) means that the X-ray CT has the ability to capture
more distinct features. However, there are limitations when it comes to sample size because
of the fixed 1,024-pixel field view detector within the X-ray CT system. Generally, in order
to obtain useful images from a nano X-ray CT scan the sample diameter can be no greater
than 0.1 millimeter in size, whereas micro X-ray CTs can scan samples a few millimeters in
size. This restriction on sample size is one disadvantage of X-ray CT. If the samples become
too small they may not be an accurate representation of the actual microstructure present
in structural elements. The limitation on the maximum size of the samples also means that
sometimes large scale tests (e.g., chloride profile determination) must be scaled down in
order to be observed by X-ray CT. This might result in misleading or false results due to
wall effect. In this study, there were some concerns about the ability of the small foamed
cement samples to represent a entire batch of material. These concerns will be discussed
later on in Chapter 7.
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Another restriction of the technique are the limits of spatial resolution, which make
X-ray CT blind to smaller microstructural features. Currently, the smallest resolution that
has been achieved is 63.5 nm, this increased by a factor of 8 the resolution that had been
previously published [11]. This is not a high enough resolution to view gel pores or smaller
capillary pores which contribute significantly to the porosity of cement, thus total porosity
is continually underestimated using this technique. The spatial resolution of X-ray CT was
not much of a concern in this study, however as the the air bubbles that comprise the cellular
structure of foamed cement are large, generally 0.1-1 millimeter in diameter.
Beam hardening is a property of polychromatic X-rays that is a result of the higher
attenuation of lower energy X-rays especially as they pass through phases with varying
densities (i.e., solid to air and back). These transitions cause the edges of a homogeneous
specimen to appear brighter than the center. Lower energy X-rays are more easily attenuated,
as a result, beam hardening can occur more easily. The higher attenuation of the lower energy
X-rays increases the mean X-ray energy, “hardening” the X-ray beam as it passes through
the sample. The effect to the data is the variation of gray scale values that should otherwise
be uniform for the same material. Beam hardening can be mitigated by filtering out low
energy X-rays by passing the incident beam through pieces of metal such as copper, brass
or aluminum before they reach the sample. That approach, however can have the negative
effect of degrading the X-ray signal at all energies, increasing the amount of noise in the
data set. Several X-ray CT manufactures have developed algorithms that can be applied to
the X-ray CT data sets in order to remove beam hardening effects after data acquisition is
complete. If the effect of beam hardening is not significant, then choosing an interior volume
of interest, cropping the data set, might be enough to combat the effects of beam hardening
in quantitative and qualitative analyses. For this analysis, beam hardening was present in
all data sets, but was removed using an algorithm provided by the Xradia manufacturer.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
X-ray computed tomography (CT) was used to characterize the cellular structure of
foamed cement samples of varying foam content. Three replicate samples were taken from
four foamed cement mixes with target densities of 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3, making
12 samples in total. The quantitative analysis included bulk volumetric properties of all 12
samples. One sample from each target density was further investigated to determine the air
bubble size distributions that comprise the cellular structure of foamed cement. Following
the quantitative analysis, 3D tetrahedral meshes were also created for one sample in every
target density.
3.1 Sample Preparation
All foamed cement samples were created in accordance with ASTM C796, “Standard
Test Method for Foaming Agents for Use in Producing Cellular Concrete Using Preformed
Foam” [15]. Preparation of the foamed cement mixtures was divided into three parts.
First, cement paste was prepared in accordance with ASTM standard C305 [16]. All
samples were created using cement paste with the same proportions, 0.45 w/c with 20 %
replacement of the Type I cement with class F fly ash. Sika visocrete 2100 superplasticizer
was used at the recommend dose of 1 ml/100 g cement and a set accelerator (35% CaCl2)
was used at 8% of the total weight of cement. A hand mixer was used to first mix the dry
ingredients at low speed for 30 seconds. After the dry ingredients were combined, water
mixed with the superplastizer was poured into the mixing bowl while the hand mixer was
still running. After another two minutes of mixing the set accelerator was introduced in the
same manner. The mixer was run for 30 more seconds then turned off for a full minute.
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During this rest period the mix was manually inspected to ensure all the ingredients were
fully incorporated. The paste was then mixed for an additional three minutes.
The second part is the creation of the foam. The foam was prepared separately, but at
the same time as the cement paste. BASF Mastercell 30 was used as the foaming agent. One
part foaming agent was mixed with 20 parts tap water, by volume, with a hand drill attached
to a stainless steel propeller. The bubbles were generated by the high-speed rotation of the
propeller which blended air into the liquid solution. The foaming agent was mixed for about
two minutes.
Finally, the paste and the foam were combined, by slowly pouring the cement paste into
two-thirds of the foam while the hand mixer was running at high speed. Mixing was stopped
when the foam was no longer visible and the color and texture of the mixture appeared
homogeneous. The last third of the foam was then introduced to the mix at a low mixing
speed. Here, in order to create the samples of varying density, the last third of foam was only
added until a desired volume was reached. This was measured with markers in the mixing
buckets. The four target densities 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3 contained foam at 85, 80,
75, and 70% of the total mix volume, respectively. Once the desired volume was achieve,
mixing continued for another 30 seconds. Failure to control mixing speed and time often
resulted in degradation of the air bubble system in the foamed concrete. Excessive mixing
could lead to air loss in the mixture, causing the density of the mixture to be significantly
different from the target value.
The samples were then cast in 4 x 8 inch cylinder molds. The molds were only mildly
vibrated to minimize disturbance to the foam network in the specimens. A thin plastic film
was then placed on top of the specimens to prevent moisture loss. The specimens were cured
at room temperature in ambient lab conditions for a minimum duration of 28 days. Once
cured, the density of each cylinder was measured. The X-ray CT samples were then extracted
from the larger cylinders using a drinking straw that has a diameter of 6 millimeters as shown
in Figure 3.1 .
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Figure 3.1: X-ray CT foamed cement sample
3.2 Data Acquisition
The X-ray CT scans were performed at the Beckman Institute for Advanced Sci-
ence and Technology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign using the Xradia
MicroXCT-200 CT machine. Low energy X-rays were used in the analysis due to the low
density of the foamed cement samples and the need for sufficient contrast between the solid
volume and pore volume. Consequently, the X-ray source was set to 42 keV and 10 W. The
distance from the sample to X-ray source and the sample to the detector were 60 mm and 75
mm, respectively. The magnification was set to 4x. The original X-ray projections received
by the CCD detector of X-ray CT machine were converted to digital signals and stored in
the computer as a data matrix. The data matrix was then reconstructed by the Xradia
Reconstruction software. Combined, the acquisition parameters resulted in a voxel size of 5
µm3 .
Initially, beam hardening was evident in all X-ray CT data as a result of the low
energy X-ray beam passing through several phase transitions (air to cement, cement to
air). To mitigate this artifact the beam hardening algorithm built into the Xradia machine
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was applied to each data set during reconstruction, as shown in Figure 3.2. Beyond this
adjustment for beam hardening no further processing was performed on the reconstructed
data sets. The decision not to perform other image processing techniques was based on
the results of a sensitivity analysis, discussed in Chapter 5, that revealed image processing
significantly alters the results of the quantitative analysis on the foamed cement data sets.
Figure 3.2: Beam hardening A) before and B) after application of Xradia algorithm
3.3 Quantitative Analysis
Before each quantitative analysis, the data sets were cropped to an interior volume of
300 voxels in the x, y, and z directions. This was done to exclude any sample defects that
might have been a result of coring the X-ray CT sample from the original 4 x 8 inch cylinders.
Quantitative analysis was performed on the X-ray CT data sets first by visually segmenting
the data into two primary phases, pores and cement. The decision to use visual segmentation
over other segmentation techniques was based on a sensitivity analysis, discussed in Chapter
4, which revealed visual segmentation to be the most consistent and reliable method for the
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quantitative analysis of the foamed cement data.
The bulk volumetric analysis was carried out using Amira 5.6 software. Following
visual segmentation, the total volume of air bubbles (pores) and solid material (cement)
present in each specimen was quantified. From the X-ray CT data, the percent pore volume
was calculated by dividing the pore volume by the total volume of each data set. Finally,














where the density of air (ρa) is 1.225 kg/m
3 and the density of hydrated cement (ρc) deter-
mined from lab measurements is 1860 kg/m3.
The analysis of the air bubble size distributions was carried out using Simpleware
Scan IP for one sample of each target density. Following visual segmentation a watershed
algorithm was applied in order to separate combined features. At this resolution, it is possible
that thin walls of cement separating the bubbles might not be discernible features, especially
for samples created with larger foam volume percentages. This is the justification for using
a watershed function before individual pore analysis. It is important to note that not all
cell walls are fully present in the cellular structure of foamed cement. Perforations in the
cell walls of the cellular network seem to be a frequent occurrence. Furthermore, some of
the combined air bubbles may be a result of temporary foam barriers that are present as
the cement hydrates, but evaporate at later stages. For the purpose of size distribution
analysis the combined bubbles were considered to be separated features. An example of the
watershed process is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Watershed example
Pores included in foamed cement microstructures can be classified based on diameter
as (i) gel pores ranging from a few nm to 0.2 µm, (ii) capillary pores which range from >
0.2 µm to < 10 µm, and (iii) entrapped air voids which are > 10 µm. The air bubbles that
comprise the cellular network are much larger artificial air voids which are greater than 50
µm. At the 5 micron scale larger capillary pores and entrapped air voids may be visible,
for this reason only pores greater than 50 µm were included in the statistical analysis of
the X-ray CT data. All pores were included, however in the individual pore analysis to
understand the number of small pores that could be identified and their contribution to the
total volume of pores in both the X-ray CT calculated density and percent pore volume.
Lastly, 3D tetrahedral meshes were created directly from the segmented, watershed-
ded X-ray CT data using Simpleware ScanIP software. Although the tetrahedral meshes
were created after the watershed reconstruction, it is believed that the one pixel thick re-
constructed cell walls will not alter the FEA analysis of the foamed cement, but further
work is needed to investigate this point. These models of the foamed cement microstructure
can be used in later studies for finite element analysis in FEA software such as COMSOL
Multiphysics Modeling software and Abaqus Unified FEA software.
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CHAPTER 4: SEGMENTATION
The simplest analysis of X-ray computed tomography (CT) images is phase segmen-
tation where data is segmented into phases on the basis of the corresponding pixel intensity
histograms which accompany X-ray CT data sets. These histograms summarize the number
of pixels that contain a specified gray scale value (GSV) and as a result can be used to dis-
tinguish the different phases contained in a sample. The GSV that is chosen to distinguish
one phase from another is the called the threshold value. There are several techniques for de-
termining this value. Summarized in this chapter are three commonly used methods: visual
thresholding, Gaussian deconvolution, and Otsu. Also discussed is an in-house method that
uses a MATLAB code to determine the threshold value. A sensitivity analysis was performed
on one sample for each target density in order to understand the effect these thresholding
methods have on the results of the quantitative analysis.
4.1 Visual Thresholding
For visual thresholding the peaks on the pixel intensity histogram are divided by
threshold GSVs set by the user. In X-ray CT data of hydrated cement, two distinct peaks
are typically observed as shown in Figure 4.1. These peaks usually correspond to pores or
air voids (left) and solid material, cement (right).
By setting a threshold value, usually the lowest point between the two peaks, the two
phases can be distinguished from one another. This method is fairly subjective, because the
user picks a point they believe represents threshold value based off their visual observation of
the pixel intensity histogram and images. Although the threshold value can change depend-
ing on user opinion, consistent results have been achieved for studies solely quantifying the
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distribution of large air void (above 10 µm in size) in cement paste [10]. Consistent results
have also been achieved in studies evaluating the overall porosity of cement paste samples,
although due to resolution limitations the results do not always provide a very realistic value
[11].
Figure 4.1: Example pixel intensity histogram
4.2 Gaussian Deconvolution
Best fit using Gaussian curves is another method used to make thresholding more
objective. Gaussian deconvolution can also often detect thresholds that were not obvious
in the original pixel intensity histogram. In this method, the pixel intensity histogram is
deconvoluted using Gaussian curves. This is done by fitting a histogram with Gaussian
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curves using Excel solver, or a similar software. Based on their calculated linear attenuation




















where Wi is the fraction by weight of element constituent;
µ(E)
ρ
is the mass attenuation
coefficient at a given X-ray energy (E).
4.3 Otsu Method
Otsu tried to use statistical analysis to establish a more objective thresholding method
that would eliminate the user variability inherent to the visual thresholding method. This
method minimizes the sum of intra-class variance (or spread) of the two phases that are sep-
arated by a threshold value. The pixel intensity histogram is first normalized and considered
to be a probability distribution [17]. The pixels are then split into classes. For example,
if in a cement paste sample, the primary interest was air voids, there would be two classes
(1) air voids and (2) solids. The probability of the occurrence, the mean values, and the
variance are then calculated for each identified class. Afterward the class separability is
measured by evaluating the goodness or variance of GSVs within each class of the threshold.
Once the goodness is confirmed, the occurrence values can be used to segment the histogram
plot. This method can be performed for more than two classes, but as the number of classes
increase the results become less reliable because the criteria lose meaning.
4.4 In-House MATLAB Code
Following the idea behind the method for visual thresholding a simple code was de-
veloped which uses the idea of finding the lowest point between peaks in the pixel intensity
histogram. The code was simply used to identify the primary peaks in the pixel intensity
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histogram and chose the lowest point between the two as the threshold value to be used on
the foamed cement data sets. This method was also tested in the sensitivity analysis in order
to determine if an objective approach could be found for a typically subjective, but effective
thresholding technique.
4.5 Sensitivity Analysis
In order to determine the most consistent thresholding method a sensitivity analysis
was performed on one sample for each of the four densities. The methods included visual,
Gaussian deconvolution, Otsu, and the in-house MATLAB code. The purpose of this analysis
was to understand the extent to which variation in threshold value affects the results of the
quantitative analysis. The threshold values determined via each method are summarized in
Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1: Threshold values determined by different methods
Target Density
(kg/m3)
Threshold Value by Method (GSV)
Otsu MATLAB Gaussian Visual
300 29 32 18 34
400 29 25 23 24
500 39 40 29 32
600 22 20 15 18
Each of the threshold values were used in a quantitative analysis of the bulk volumetric
properties for four samples, one for each target density. The X-ray CT calculated densities
are summarized in Figures A.1 through A.4 located in Appendix A. In these charts the
dashed black line represents the measured density of the 4 x 8 inch cylinders. The proximity
of each bar to this dashed line is indicative of how well each quantitative analysis matches
the measured properties.
The results for each sample vary significantly. For the 300 kg/m3 sample, the Otsu
method seemed to provide the best result. Yet, for the 400 and 500 kg/m3 samples visual
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thresholding provided the best result. Differing from the rest of the samples, the best result
for the 600 kg/m3 sample was a result of Gaussian deconvolution.
Another consideration in the sensitivity analysis is the visual representation of the
threshold values used to segment the X-ray CT data. For example, Figure 4.2 shows the
visual result of using the threshold value determined by Gaussian deconvolution to segment
the 600 kg/m3 data. In the image, the gray areas represent the solid, cement phase, and
the blue areas represent the pore phase. The results of the quantitative analysis suggest
the threshold value determined through Gaussian deconvolution is the most accurate for the
segmentation of X-ray CT data. However, upon visual inspection of Figure 4.2 it is clear
that segmentation via Gaussian deconvolution results in a distorted representation of the
data as there are several small cement inclusions floating within the pore space.
Figure 4.2: Visual effect of Gaussian deconvolution on 600 kg/m3 sample
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If the same data set is visually segmented, the user has the ability to screen the visual
effects of the segmentation process. Figure 4.3 shows the same CT data on the same 2D
slice using a thresholding value adjusted by the user. It can be seen from the figure that all
the cement inclusion within the pore space have been removed.
Figure 4.3: Visual effect of visual thresholding on 600 kg/m3 sample
Gaussian deconvolution is often used in the analysis of X-ray CT data collected from
cementitious materials, however for this analysis, possibly due to the substantial difference
in the amount of pore volume and solid volume present in the foamed cement data, Gaussian
deconvolution gave variable results and was deemed unreliable for this study. Figures 4.2
and 4.3 demonstrate the importance of informing user opinion when determining threshold
values. Based on the results of this sensitivity analysis it was decided that the best way to
segment the two phase foamed cement data is by visual thresholding informed by the lab
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measured densities of each sample. This way, best judgment is used to choose the value
that works for both quantitative and qualitative analysis. This approach was sufficient for
the two phase foamed cement samples in this study, but it should be acknowledged that for
more complex systems visual segmentation may not be as straightforward.
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CHAPTER 5: IMAGE PROCESSING
Beyond the removal of artifacts inherit to X-ray computed tomography (CT) data, ad-
ditional image processing can be performed in order to reduce noise in the images or improve
contrast between features. Image processing is also a common step in the analysis of data
collected from other characterization techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This chapter provides a brief introduction to
commonly used image processing techniques. Also included in this chapter is a sensitivity
analysis which was performed using Amira 5.6 software in order to understand the effect
that image processing has on the quantitative results derived from the X-ray CT data.
5.1 Neighborhood Averaging
Neighborhood averaging or smoothing is a type of convolution operation. Convolution
is a linear operation in image processing that takes a weighted linear combination of the
pixels in a neighborhood around a pixel to compute a new value for the pixel. Discrete
convolution is defined as follows [18]:
Transformed Image (G′mn) =
∑
m′, n′Hm′,n′Gm−m′,n−n′ (5.1)
Where G and H are complex valued M x N matrices. Variables m and n are indices of the
image in the t, z, y and x direction and m’ and n’ are indices in sums of images in the
x and y direction for a 2D image in addition to the z direction for an image stack. The
weighted operators H are known as the convolution mask or point spread function of the
convolution operator. Neighborhood averaging is often referred to as a kernel operation
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because the process can be summarized as the sum of pixels values in a region multiplied
by a set of integer weights [18]. When kernel operations are applied symmetrically around a
pixel, artifacts occur along the edge of images. For this reason, although, the noise reduction
is greater over a larger area, it also results in significant blurring of feature edges. These
effects can be controlled by using weighted matrices that are not a uniform value. The best
configuration for weighted matrices are those that have higher values at the center of the
matrix, lower values orthogonal to the center and the lowest values at the diagonals of the
matrix, since they are furthest from the center of the neighborhood [19]. A Gaussian filter
is a linear spatial smoothing filter that uses the Gaussian function as a convolution kernel.
Gaussian functions are particularly useful for creating weighted kernels, or a set of integers
that approximate the profile of a Gaussian distribution along any row, column or diagonal
through the center [19].
5.2 Neighborhood Ranking
Neighborhood ranking is another image processing technique useful for reducing noise.
In this method, pixels in a neighborhood are ranked according to brightness. There are a
few kinds of neighborhood ranking. One uses the median value of the ranked pixel replacing
the brightness value for the central pixel. The median filter is useful for instances of “shot”
noise, where there are individual pixels that are corrupted or missing from the image. Pixels
that are extreme or unusual values will be eliminated from the image and replaced by a more
reasonable value that is determined by the median value in the neighborhood [19]. Since
in this method the values available are only those present in the specified region, not an
average of all values, the brightness differences across steps within an image is maintained.
Additionally, median filtering does not shift boundaries as is likely in neighborhood averaging
techniques, making median filtering preferred for both visual examination and quantitative
analysis of images. This method is advantageous because it does not reduce the brightness
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differences. Neighborhood ranking can also use the maximum and minimum brightness
instead of the median. This is often used to prepare an image for thresholding because
usually a particular type of feature will appear with the same brightness level anywhere in
the image. Once identified, the brightness level can be selected to identify the pixels that
make up the feature [19].
Rank leveling is useful in cases where the background variation is more irregular, for
example in the examination of a fracture surface by SEM. Often also called gray scale erosion
and dilatation, this technique operates by assuming the features of interest are limited in
size and smaller than the scale of background variations, which are not the same brightness
as the features of interest. In rank leveling, each pixel is compared to a small neighborhood
of surrounding pixels (minimum possible area is 3 x 3) [18]. If the background of the
pixel is known to be darker than the features, the darkest pixel in each neighborhood is
identified and replaced with a darker gray scale value. If the background is lighter than the
features, the brightest pixel is replaced by a lighter gray scale value instead. This technique
helps significantly to improve contrast, by slightly shrinking features and extending the
local background brightness values into the area previously covered by those features. This
operation is repeated until the features are eroded completely, leaving just a background
image. This background image is saved and subtracted from the original images to improve
their contrast. Although this technique is very useful, caution should be used when applying
it, because the subtraction of the background significantly reduces the range of the existing
gray scale values and as a result will reduce shading in the image. Generally, the more
variation in the background the more information will be lost in the final image as a result
of the image subtraction.
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5.3 Sensitivity Analysis
The goal of this sensitivity analysis is to understand the effect image processing has on
the results of quantitative analysis of X-ray CT data and to determine the best method, if
any, for noise reduction and improved contrast. Four image processing techniques available in
the Amira 5.6 software package were applied to two foamed cement samples, 300 kg/m3 and
500 kg/m3. These techniques included: Gaussian Smoothing, Noise Reduction Maximum,
Unsharp Masking, and Lighten/Darken. They are all based on concepts previously discussed
in this chapter. A summary of the results are shown in Table 5.1.














Original Image 79.61 378.10 74.99 470.13
Gaussian Smoothing 40.63 100.22 56.25 810.30
Noise Reduction Maximum 65.97 642.40 56.12 809.5
Lighten/Darken 82.03 330.00 73.46 579.31
Unsharp Masking 81.52 339.80 72.06 590.23
The first technique tested was called Gaussian Smoothing, which applies neighborhood
averaging with a Gaussian filter. In this process, the weighted operators are determined by
the normal distribution of GSV data in a designated pixel area. This operator is then
applied over the area of pixels to reduce noise and improve detail in images. Smoothing
filters are also referred to as noise cleaning or noise suppression filters. They are image
enhancement techniques in which the effect of noise in the original image is reduced or fine
structures are diminished or removed [18]. Increasing the kernel increases the Gaussian blur,
reducing noise, but at the expense of detail. This loss of detail led to inaccurate results in the
quantitative analysis. Gaussian Smoothing was applied over an entire image in a designated
neighborhood of 5 x 5 pixels. Figure 5.1 shows the visual effect of Gaussian Smoothing.
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Figure 5.1: Visual effect of Gaussian Smoothing over a neighborhood of 5 x 5 pixels, A)
before and B) after
The second technique tried was Noise Reduction Maximum. This technique is a neigh-
borhood ranking application that takes the highest pixel in a specified neighborhood (number
of pixels) and applies the GSV of that pixel to all pixels in that neighborhood. Noise Reduc-
tion Maximum was applied over a designated neighborhood of 8 x 8 pixels. The visual effect
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The application of this filter resulted in the removal of noise, but
at great cost to the data having again a significant effect on the quantitative analysis.
Figure 5.2: Visual effect of Noise Reduction Maximum over a neighborhood of 8 x 8 pixels,
A) before and B) after
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Unsharp Masking is a kind of neighborhood ranking that superimposes a mask of
the original image that is blurred using the negative of the original. The amount that an
image is blurred is specified by the user. This technique also finds the edge between features
and makes the light pixels lighter and the dark pixels darker. One of the main benefits
of the Unsharp Masking filter is that it increases the contrast between the two phases in
the image, allowing for a clear distinction between phase boundaries. The visual effect of
Unsharp Masking can be seen in Figure 5.3. This effect allowed for easy segmentation and
consequently good quantitative analysis results.
Figure 5.3: Visual effect of Unsharp Masking, A) before and B) after
Lighten/Darken is a variation of rank leveling, which darkens dark pixels and lightens
the light pixels. In Amira 5.6, the user will input a value of gamma, γ, which denotes how
much each pixel should be adjusted. Application of this filter resulted in a clear distinction
between phases as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Visual effect of Lighten/Darken filter, A) before and B) after
From the results, it seems that the application of Gaussian Smoothing resulted in the
loss of a significant amount of data in the pixel intensity histogram. As a result, the amount
of pore space was grossly underestimated leading to an increased X-ray CT calculated den-
sity. The application of Noise Reduction Maximum had a similar effect on the quantitative
analysis of both data sets. The Lighten/Darken and Unsharp Masking filters resulted in
X-ray CT derived values that were closest to that found in the original image, but still led
to a slight overestimation of X-ray CT density.
This sensitivity analysis shows that of the techniques reviewed the best were the Un-
sharp Masking and Lighten/Darken filters. However, there was a significant amount of guess
and check that had to be performed in order not to modify the digital data too much. Since
the benefits of using the filters did not outweigh the uncertainties that arose from the loss
of data, the decision was made to perform all further analyses on original unmodified X-ray
CT data sets. It is noted that with some refinement of technique the Unsharp Masking or
Lighten/Darken could aid in the segmentation process of the X-ray CT data, but for this
analysis it was decided based on the results of the sensitivity analysis that the unprocessed
image was sufficient for consistent and reliable quantitative analysis.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS
In order to verify that the X-ray computed tomography (CT) data provides an accurate
qualitative representation of the foamed cement structure, a sample was scanned using both
X-ray CT and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The data acquisition parameters for
both techniques were set in such a way that the resulting images have a comparable pixel
size of 5 µm2. The two dimensional (2D) SEM image, shown in Figure 6.1, and the X-ray
CT three dimensional (3D) reconstruction, shown in Figure 6.2, were then visually inspected
to discern any matching features.
Figure 6.1: SEM 2D image, 5 µm2 pixel size
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Figure 6.2: X-ray CT 3D reconstruction, 5 µm3 voxel size
In both images a sub-area has been outlined in red for a clearer comparison. Figure
6.3 shows a close up view of these areas side by side. While the SEM image shows the
boundaries between features to be sharper, it can be observed from the figure that all the
same features are visible in the X-ray CT reconstruction. This allows for more confident use
of X-ray CT in the quantitative analysis of the foamed cement data.
Figure 6.3: Side by side comparison of highlighted areas in previous figures
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6.1 Bulk Volumetric Analysis
All 12 foamed cement samples, three samples for each 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3
target density, were scanned via micro X-ray CT. Before testing, the densities of each of
the 4 x 8 inch cylinders from which the X-ray CT samples were extracted were recorded.
The measured densities, summarized in Table 6.1, were either on target or very close to the
intended target densities.











The X-ray CT reconstructions of each sample were assessed visually to determine if
there are any apparent trends in the foamed cement data sets that could be correlated to
density changes. It is apparent from these images that as the density increases, the cell wall
thickness also increases and the bubbles become more uniform in size. To illustrate this
fact, one slice was chosen to represent each of the four types of samples in a side by side
comparison, shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: 2D slices from X-ray CT data A) 300 kg/m3 B) 400 kg/m3 C) 500 kg/m3 D)
600 kg/m3
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Quantitative analysis was performed using Amira 5.6 software in order to determine
the bulk volumetric properties of each of the sample. The results for the three specimens
within each of the four target densities have been averaged and summarized in Table 6.2.
Recall, from Chapter 3 that variation in density was created by varying the amount of
foaming agent added to the cement paste. Therefore as the density of the samples increase,
the X-ray CT results should show a consistent decrease in pore volume. The results of the
bulk volumetric property analysis follow the expected trend.













300 2.87E-03 5.29E-04 84.46 290.10
400 2.78E-03 6.21E-04 81.73 340.87
500 2.52E-03 8.85E-04 73.97 485.15
600 2.37E-03 1.03E-03 69.63 565.70
In order to answer questions of repeatability of X-ray CT as a characterization tech-
nique, coefficient of variation was calculated for each data set. These values are shown in
Table 6.3. Since the all the coefficients of variation are low (less than 7%), it can be concluded
that the data sets show relatively good repeatability.









300 290.10 1.0 6.64
400 340.87 0.2 1.01
500 485.15 0.5 1.81
600 551.58 0.7 2.17
Despite this, the X-ray CT data does show results that are slightly different from the
bulk properties measured in the lab. On average the X-ray CT calculated densities of each
data set were found to be 9.4, 15.0, 3.9, and 5% lower than the lab measured densities
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for 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3 samples, respectively. This means that the percent pore
volume in X-ray CT data was consistently overestimated. To understand the extent of this
overestimation a one sided t-test with alpha equal to 0.05 was performed on each sample
set. The alternative hypothesis was that the X-ray CT calculated densities should match
the measured density values. The results of this statistical analysis are shown in Table 6.4.
These results confirm the null hypothesis with all t-values falling well below the critical value
of 2.920. This revealed that, from a statistical standpoint, the X-ray CT calculated densities
are not significantly different from the measured density values.








6.2 Air Bubble Size Distribution Analysis
Following the bulk volumetric analysis the individual air bubbles were separated using
a watershed function. Scan IP software was used to obtain volumetric data about each
individual pore present in the data sets. The following is data from the size distribution
analysis of four samples, one for every target density.
First the size distribution was obtained for each sample by calculating the diameter of
each pore and quantify the number of pores with a specific diameter. At this resolution the
X-ray CT data captured pores as small as 6 µm in diameter. Since the air bubbles comprising
the cellular network are greater than 50 µm, all pores detected by the X-ray CT data that
were less than 50 µm were omitted in the statistical analysis of the air bubbles. As a result,
all samples have a bubble size distribution with the same apparent minimum diameter. The
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largest diameter bubbles were found in the 400 kg/m3 sample at 317 µm and the smallest
were found to be in the 500 kg/m3 at about 290 µm. The median diameter for the 300,
400, 500, and 600 kg/m3 samples were 71.68, 87.06, 79.52, and 86.78 µm, respectively.
Interestingly, median bubble diameter values are significantly smaller than those found in
literature. This will be discussed later on in Chapter 7. The plots of the full bubble size
distributions for all samples are shown in Appendix B. A summary of the results are shown
in Table 6.5, below.













300 50.00 302.54 87.14 70.68 41.25
400 50.01 347.52 102.07 87.06 49.45
500 50.02 289.85 92.43 79.52 41.54
600 50.11 311.79 100.34 86.72 46.12
The bubble volume fractions were also calculated to determine which size bubbles are
the largest contributor to the total void space. The analysis showed that the cellular structure
for all four samples, despite their varied densities, were comprised of bubbles of similar size.
The majority of the bubbles fell between 100 and 200 µm in diameter for each sample. More
specifically, it was discovered that majority of the void space for the 300, 400, and 600 kg/m3
samples is comprised of bubbles ranging in diameter from 150 to 200 µm. The 400 g/cm3
had the highest volume of bubbles in this range at about 27.70%, followed by the 600 kg/m3
sample at 28.06% and the 300 kg/m3 sample at 23.92 %. The majority of the void space in
the 500 kg/m3 sample (27.63%) was comprised of slightly smaller bubbles ranging from 100
to 150 µm. These volume fractions for each of the four samples are graphically represented
in Appendix B.
The number of air bubbles present in each sample were also counted within a 1.5 mm
cubic area. These values are summarized in Table 6.6. The 300 and 500 kg/m3 samples had
a higher number of bubbles comprising their cellular networks than the 400 and 600 kg/m3
samples. This was reflected in the bubble volume fraction data as an increase in the percent
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of smaller air bubbles ranging from 50 to 100 µm in diameter.









The cumulative bubble volume fraction is compared for all densities in Figure 6.5. It
can be observed from the curves that the bubble sizes for all densities follow a similar trend
simply shifting up or down depending on the presence of pore smaller or larger than the
median range.
Figure 6.5: Cumulative bubble volume fraction comparison
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6.3 Three Dimensional Rendering
The ability to transform the X-ray CT data into a representative three dimensional
(3D) model is one of the largest advantages of using X-ray CT as a characterization technique.
Simpleware Scan IP software was used to create a tetrahedral mesh for finite element analysis,
following segmentation and the application of the watershed algorithm. These meshes are
directly compatible with finite element softwares such as COMSOL Multiphysics Modeling
Software and Abaqus Unified FEA. To demonstrate, Figure 6.6 shows an example three
dimensional tetrahedral mesh that is a 1 mm3 area section of the interior sample volume.
Figure 6.6: Tetrahedral mesh of 600 kg/m3 sample
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results presented in Chapter 6 highlight the capability of X-ray computed tomog-
raphy (CT) to capture realistic three dimensional (3D) volumetric data about the cellular
structure of foamed cement at varying densities. Here these results are discussed in more
detail and compared to some findings of previous studies performed on the nature of foamed
cement.
In the analysis of the bulk volumetric properties of the foamed cement samples the X-
ray CT data followed the expected trend, increasing in percent void volume with a decrease
in density. The X-ray CT data showed good repeatability as the coefficients of variation
calculated for each sample set were found to be less than 7%. Furthermore, the results of
the one sided t-test revealed that from a statistical standpoint, the X-ray CT calculated
densities are not significantly different from the measured density values. Despite this, the
X-ray CT calculated densities were found to be slightly lower than that measured in the lab.
This means that the percent pore volume in X-ray CT data was consistently overestimated.
This slight overestimation could be a result of X-ray CT characterization technique itself.
This might be caused by the inclusion of noise in the data sets, meaning the the average
gray scale values in each voxel could be distorted. Additionally, at a 5 µm resolution, thin
solid elements within the cellular structure might not be discernible features. If this is the
case, these portions of the data would be considered in the analysis to be part of the pore
space.
Researchers at the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) had results with
a similar trend. In their study, gas generated foamed cements were investigated using micro
X-ray CT in order to assess the stability of mixes for oil well cementing applications [20].
From X-ray CT data with a resolution of 3.7 µm, foamed cement samples made from foam
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volumes ranging between 10 - 40 % were investigated. The results revealed that for higher
foam qualities (30-40% voids) the air void percentages calculated from the X-ray CT data
were consistently overestimated. It should be noted that literature states the microstructure
of gas generated foamed cement samples and those created from foaming agents are not
directly comparable because the expansion of gas during the formation of the cement causes
the development of ellipsoidal oriented pores [21]. That said, similar results using the same
technique suggests that this phenomenon may be a consequence of using X-ray CT as a
characterization technique.
In the analysis of the bubble size distributions comprising the cellular structures of
the foamed cement samples, the median pore sizes were all similar and seemed to follow no
discernible trend at 71.68, 87.06, 79.52, and 86.72 µm for 300, 400, 500, and 600 kg/m3
sample, respectively. There is little existing literature on the investigation of air bubble
size distribution on foamed cement, however there is a general consensus that as the foam
content increases the median air bubble diameter will increase in size. This due to the fact
that there is less cement to keep the individual bubbles contained. This trend was not found
to be true in this study. In fact, the largest median pore value was found in the 400 kg/m3
density sample, followed by that of the 600 kg/m3 density sample. Furthermore, the median
pore sizes are lower than expected given existing literature. In a study by Nambiar et al.,
2D images of the foamed cement revealed that for foam volumes ranging from 10 to 50% the
median air bubble diameters fell between 200 and 400 µm [22], significantly larger than the
median diameters found in this study. The discrepancies between the result in literature and
those in this study on the bubble size distribution trends might be a result of the large foam
volume used in the creation of the foamed cement samples which ranged from 70-85%. It
seems reasonable to presume that above a certain foam percentage the stability of the mix
would become compromised and the previously observed trends would no longer hold true,
however more research is needed to confirm this speculation.
The air bubble size distribution analysis also revealed that the cellular structure for
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all four samples, despite their varied densities, were comprised of air bubbles of similar size.
The majority of the bubbles fell between 100 and 200 µm in diameter for each sample. The
bubble fraction volume data for 300 and 500 kg/m3 samples showed that there was a higher
volume of small air bubbles ranging from 50 to 100 µm in size. This increased volume of
smaller air bubbles is reflected in the bubble count data as increased number of air bubbles
present in the cellular network. There seems to be little correlation between the sample
density and the air bubble size or count. This further suggests that foam stability plays an
important role in the composition of the cellular structure of foamed cement.
Existing literature is clear that the size and stability of the bubbles within the foamed
cement’s cellular network is dependent on a variety of factors. For example, increased cement
content has been shown to decrease air content. It has been suggested that this phenomenon
is due to some of the foaming agent being adsorbed and/or absorbed by the cement during the
mixing process. Furthermore, Beningfield et al. showed that increasing the specific surface
area of cement will lead to a slight decrease in air content for the same amount of foam
addition [23]. The w/c ratio has also proven to be an important factor due to its influence
on rheological properties [24, 23]. At low w/c, the mix will be too stiff and the bubbles will
break during mixing. Conversely, at high w/c the paste will be too thin to hold the bubbles
in place leading to a non uniform distribution of bubbles and the potential for air to escape.
Mixing for prolonged periods of time has also been shown to have variable effects either
causing increases in air content, or loss of air. The unpredictability of the consequence of
prolonged mixing is believed to be a function of the type of mixer, mixing speed, and mixing
time [23]. Further work needs to be performed in order to fully understand the effects of
the mix design and procedure on the cellular structure of the foamed cement. These factors
were not included in the scope of this study, but will be considered in future work.
Deriving a 3D numerical model of foamed concrete that connects microstructure to
performance will advance our understanding of crushing behavior and energy absorption
potential. Using X-ray CT, models representative of the 3D structure of foamed cement
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samples have been developed. These 3D numerical models can be used to build on existing
knowledge of the mechanism of energy absorption for foamed concrete as well as other foam
materials that share a similar cellular structure. Furthermore, laboratory testing of high
velocity impact tests are difficult to implement and present several safety concerns which
require special licensing to perform; therefore, running several tests of this kind for statistical
confidence can be expensive and time consuming. This model could be a powerful tool for
the interpretation of physical test results and help to extend the knowledge gained through
physical testing to variety of loading conditions.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS
In foamed concrete, cell collapse results in the formation of a debris field underneath
the point of impaction, which disperses load [2]. The effectiveness of the debris field requires
a balance between the strength of the bubble (or cell) walls and the open space available
for the debris to relocate without causing additional stress to the surrounding matrix. To
fully understand the relationship between the microstructure of foamed concrete and the
mechanics behind the crushing behavior, a realistic numerical model is necessary. This starts
with the three dimensional (3D) characterization of the material. The primary objectives
of this thesis were to investigate and quantify the 3D cellular structure of foamed cement
samples (no coarse or fine aggregate included) at varying densities (300 - 600 kg/m3) as
well as to demonstrate X-ray computed tomography (CT) as a valuable 3D characterization
technique for the microstructural properties of cementitious materials.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this work:
• The cellular structure shown in the X-ray CT reconstructions matches visually with
that shown in scanning electron microscopy images.
• The quantitative analysis of the X-ray CT data showed good repeatability with low
coefficients of variation calculated for each data set.
• The quantitative analysis also showed an excellent fit between physical density mea-
surements and X-ray CT measured density with the results of the one sided t-test
showing the values to be statistically similar.
• The slight overestimation in pore volume from the X-ray CT is possibly a result of the
the resolution limitations of micro X-ray CT characterization technique.
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• Using image processing techniques for quantitative analysis must be done with care as
many of the techniques result in a significant loss of data.
• Visual segmentation is subjective, but sufficient for identifying large discernible fea-
tures. For analysis of smaller features an automated method such as Otsu Method or
Gaussian deconvolution would be useful.
• The median pore diameter does not follow trends described in existing literature. This
is likely due to the high amount of foam volume used in the study (75-80% by volume),
which is outside of the typical range that has previously been investigated (10-50% foam
volume).
• The air bubble count data suggests that foam stability plays an important role in the
cellular structure of foamed cement.
• The effects of mix design and procedure on the cellular structure of foamed cement
need to be explored more throughly. This is especially true for high foam content mixes
for which the cellular structure has be proven to be unstable and highly variable.
• The compatibility of X-ray CT data with commonly used FEA software makes X-ray
CT a powerful characterization technique. Deriving a 3D numerical model of foamed
concrete that connects microstructure to performance will advance our understanding
of crushing behavior and energy absorption potential.
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APPENDIX A: SEGMENTATION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Figure A.1: Threshold sensitivity analysis results for 300 kg/m3 sample
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Figure A.2: Threshold sensitivity analysis results for 400 kg/m3 sample
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Figure A.3: Threshold sensitivity analysis results for 500 kg/m3 sample
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Figure A.4: Threshold sensitivity analysis for 600 kg/m3 sample
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APPENDIX B: AIR BUBBLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
Figure B.1: Bubble size distribution for 300 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.2: Bubble size distribution for 400 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.3: Bubble size distribution for 500 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.4: Bubble size distribution for 600 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.5: Bubble volume fraction for 300 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.6: Bubble volume fraction for 400 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.7: Bubble volume fraction of 500 kg/m3 sample
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Figure B.8: Bubble volume fraction for 600 kg/m3 sample
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